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CANTERRA  –  A rising melodic metal star in German gothic music is debuting in 2016 on 
tour with Lacrimosa 
 
The gothic metal band Canterra from Leipzig is an exciting symbiosis of rough sounds and 
enchanting softness – blending metal, goth and rock styles in the smartest way and 
enthralling their live audiences with their overwhelming energy and catchy tunes. Canterra's 
exciting guitar sound is embedding front singer Korinna's unique, multifaceted voice while 
she is bringing gloomy as well as hopeful stories to life. None of their songs resembles 
another one. This variety might be the very core from which the typical Canterra sound 
originates, attracting more and more supporters recently. 
 

 
credit: Andraj Sonnenkalb 

 
Career so far 
 
The band emitted their first canterranic sign of life with a demo-EP entitled „Echoes Of Fear“ 
which had been still recorded under the band's former name 'Avatar' in 2010. After the EP 
release, the band even had the chance to shoot and publish a thrilling, icy videoclip for their 
catchy gothic song „Last Saviour“, which helped them receive bigger attention in the gothic 
scene. Consequently, Canterra had several opportunities to play live gigs in their nearer 
region, as for example at the famous Wave Gothic Treffen (WGT). 
 
Deeply infected with the fever of the live atmosphere at WGT, Canterra themselves played 
numerous gigs over the last few years, being on stage together with Lord of the Lost, 
Dornenreich, Bellbreakers and Xandria, just to name a few. At the end of 2014, the time had 
finally come for the bandmates to start working on their first full-time record. Canterra have 
just finished the album production, which has been financially supported by Wacken 
Foundation and a crowdfunding campaign of Canterra's fans. Plus, well renowned producer 
and progressive metal hero Andy Schmidt (of Disillusion) and gifted Rico Schwibs (of Letzte 
Instanz) pushed the band forward during the recording process and added their special bit of 
flavour to the album. Ears open for the first studio record from planet Canterra! 
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Debut Album – „First Escape“ (Release date 19.02.2016) 
 
Canterra's debut album „First Escape“ will see the light of day on 19/2/2016 being released 
via Leipzig-based label 'Kick the flame'. And there is even more good news: The dark rockers 
have filled Tilo Wolff – mastermind and front singer of Lacrimosa and creative heart of the 
German gothic scene – with enthusiasm for their upcoming first record … which made Wolff 
invite Canterra to support Lacrimosa on their current tour. So, touring together with the 
world's greatest gothic metal band, Canterra are joining great names like Lacuna Coil, 
Gothminister and Eisblume. Watch out for them to come! 
 

 
                                             credit: Andraj Sonnenkalb 

 
„First Escape“ has 12 canterranic jewels in store, all of them written by Canterra themselves. 
The songs comprise everything from true goth rock smashers to more complex metal tracks 
to delicate ballads. At the end of the record, a special bonus track in German is awaiting the 
listener – a song that is going to surprise connoisseurs of the goth scene and that definitely 
gives Canterra's debut album a very special accent to finish with. 
 
Canterra are: 
          Tom - bass              Hannes - guit              Korinna - voc               Harry - guit               Max – drums                                   

 
credit: Andraj Sonnenkalb 
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Canterra - First Escape Tour 2016 
 
Those who would like to see Leipzig's newcomers live and experience their overwhelming 
joy of playing should save one of the dates of their first tour: 
 
 
22.01.2016         Erfurt             From Hell                     Deutschland  (mit Xandria) 
17.02.2016  

 
Hamburg DELPHI Showpalast Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
18.02.2016  

 
Berlin Postbahnhof Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
19.02.2016  

 
Magdeburg Factory Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
20.02.2016  

 
Erfurt Gewerkschaftshaus Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
21.02.2016  

 
Leipzig Werk 2 Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
23.02.2016  

 
Herford X - Herford Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
24.02.2016  

 
Köln Live Music Hall Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
25.02.2016  

 
Frankfurt Batschkapp Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
26.02.2016  

 
Bremen Aladin Deutschland (mithLacrimosa) 

  
27.02.2016  

 
Roeselare Kerelsplein Belgien (mithLacrimosa) 

  
30.07.2016         Berliner Gothic Treffen                     Deutschland 
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Prospects – canterranic plans 
 
                                                                                                                                         

                                                                                                         
                                                                                                       credit: Andraj Sonnenkalb 
 
 
 

morere information, bio & pictures unter: 
http://www.canterra.de 

http://www.facebook.canterrametal 
 

contakt booking & press: 
canterra@web.de 
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What's next after the tour?              
... definitely no rest for the five 
music addicts from planet Canterra 
who are already watching out for 
new live adventures. 
So, there's a good chance for 
Canterra's fan crowd to see them 
on one of the festivals during 
summer time, as for example at the 
Berliner Gothic Treffen, and on 
other occasions as Canterra will 
surely be touring the country on 
their 'First Escape' for some more 
time. Because, one thing is for sure: 
while rumour has it that those five 
friends are already puzzling out new 
music plans in their homebase, they 
are sourcing the energy for all of 
this out of experiencing music in its 
genuiness that can only be felt in 
one way: playing live on stage. 
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